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ABSTRACT particular design. The curve delineates the minim um burnup
required for a particular initial enrichment, and separates

Verification measurements may be used to help ensure the assemblies with acceptable burnup from those that are
nuclear criticality safety when bumup credit is applied to unacceptable. If unacceptable assemblies are present in the
spent fuel transport and storage systems. The FORK spent fuel pool, the possibility exists that some unaccept-
measurement system, designed at Los Alamos National able fuel could be misloaded, due to misapplied reactor
Laboratory for the International Atomic Energy Agency records oran error in assembly identification. Studies have
safeguards program, has been used to verify reactor site concluded that the utility-supplied data on assembly-aver-

records for burnup and cooling time for many years. The age bumup are of greater accuracy (about 2%) and reliabil-
FORK system measures the passive neutron and gamma- ity than could be provided by additional radiation measure-
ray emission from spent fuel assemblies while in the storage ments on spent-fuel assemblies. 2 The accuracy of the
pool. This report deals with the application of the FORK determination of bumup becomes more important for as-
system to burnup credit operations based on measurements semblies very near the acceptance curve of Figure 1. The
performed on spent fuel assemblies at the Oconee Nuclear role ofa burnup measurement on spent fuel assemblies is to
Station of Duke Power Company. demonstrate the consistency of the reactor records, detect

possible mis-identification of assemblies, and to detect
I. INTRODUCTION anomalous assemblies that might affect criticality.

The potential of an array of spent fuel assemblies to achieve II. RADIATION FROM SPENT FUEL
a chain reaction (i.e., criticality) can be evaluated from the
initial enrichment, burnup, and cooling time of the assem- The emission rate of neutrons and gamma-rays pro-
blies. 1 An average burnup value is assigned to each fuel duced by natural radioactive decay of the radioisotopes in
assembly at the time of discharge from the reactor based on the spent fuel can be related to the burnup of the assembly.
the operating history of the reactor and the distribution of Radioisotopes are produced by activation and fission reac-

the neutron flux as monitored by in-core measurements tions in the fuel elements during operation of the reactor,
during operation. Spent fuel containers designed using and decay with a wide range of half-lives after the assembly

bumup credit are restricted to accept only assemblies that is discharged from the reactor. Some important gamma-ray
meet certain minimum burnup restrictions that limit the and neutron emitting nuclides are listed in Table 1.
maximum theoretical multiplication factor to less than 0.95.

The characteristics of fuel acceptable for loading into a In the application ofburnup credit, the fuel assemblies
bumup credit cask can be specified by a loading curve, an have been cooled for over 5 years, which greatly simplifies
illustrative example of which is shown in Figure 1. The the analysis of the emitted radiation. For shorter cooling
numerical values on Figure 1 are not significant of any times many more isotopes are significant emitters, butafter
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Figure l. Burnup Credit Loading Curve

Table 1 emitter, after several years of cooling, is cesium- 137which is
produced as a fission product so that its production is essen-
tially a linear function of burnup. The combination of the

Nuclide Half-Life (yr) Radiation gamma and neutron measurements allows both the burnup

242Cm 0.45 n, spontaneous fission and the cooling time of each assembly to be checked.

244Cm 18.1 n, spontaneous fission
III. FORK System

134Cs 2.06 y,605,796 keV

137Cs 30.0 'y,662 keV The FORK system, designed at Los Alamos National
Laboratory for the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA), has been used for many years to verify reactor

5 years most have decayed to insignificance. After 5 years records for safeguard applications.3 Comparison testsof this
the predominant neutron emitter is curium-244, which is technique with more complex active and high-resolution
formed by successive neutron capture beginning with ura- measurement techniques have indicated essentially equal
nium-238. The neutronemissionis found to followa power effectiveness.4 The FORK detector and its associated
law relationship in which the neutron signal increases with electronics are shown inFigure2. Each of the twoarms of the
about the fourth power of the bumup. The neutron signal is FORK detector contains two fissionchambers tomeasure the
therefore very sensitive toburnup. An additionaladvantage yield of neutrons, and one ion chamber to measure gross
to the neutron measurement is to reduce theproblem ofself- gamma-ray emission. One fission chamber (the epithermal
shielding of the internally generated radiation. The self- detector) ineach arm is imbedded ina polyethylene cylinder
attenuation in the assembly is greater for gamma-rays than that is surrounded by a thin sheet of cadmium. The other
it is for neutrons,so that neutrons thatreach the detector can fissionchamber is outside thecadmium cover and is sensitive
originate from rods deeper inside the assembly than could to thermal neutrons and the boron content of the water in the
be sampled by gamma-rays alone. The major gamma spent fuel pool. The polyethylene cylinders containing the
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detectors are inserted into the polyethylene outer cover. The The neutron data are correlated with the reactor records
epithermal detectors provide the primary data used in the using the assumption that the neutrons are produced by
FORK technique. In the IAEA application, the thermal curium-244. Thedataarecorrectedforthedecayofcurium-
neutron detectors are used to check the variation of the 244 by extrapolating the observed count rate back to the date
boron content among the spent fuel pools at different of discharge of the assembly using the 18-year half-life of
locations. In the present use, the thermal detectors serve as curium-244. An internal self-calibration is obtained by
a back-up measurement to the epithermal data. The system accumulating measurements from a large number ofassem-
is diagrammed in an operational arrangement in Figure 3. blies and determining the best power law fit to the burnup
The detector is moved in the storage pool to the location of from the reactor records for the assemblies. This self-

the spent fuel assembly to be examined. The detector bead calibration eliminates the uncertainties that are introduced
is positioned three to six feet above the top of the sto_age by external calibration techniques, while retaining the sen-
rack so that the radiation shielding provided by the water of sitivity to detect measurements thatare inconsistent with the

the storage pool is adequate to ensure that the measurement burnup from the reactor records. The gamma-ray data are
is not influenced by radiation from nearby assemblies. It is analyzed using the assumption that the gamma-rays are
not necessary to completely remove the assembly from its produced by fission products, and are used to back-up the
location in the storage rack for the measurement. The neutron data, which are more sensitive to burnup.
assembly is raised in the storage rack so that its midpoint is
located at the detector head, the detector is moved into IV. VERIFICATION TESTING AT OCONEE

contact with the assembly, and the neutron and gamma-ray NUCLEAR STATION

data are collected for 100 seconds. The battery-powered
electronics unit and microprocessor shown in Figure 2 are The FORK measurement system was used to examine
used to supply all power to the detectors, collect and analyze spent fuel assemblies at the Oconee Nuclear Station of Duke
the detector outputs, and perform necessary calculations Power Company in a cooperative test program involving
and documentation. Sandia National Laboratories, Los Alamos National

Figure 2. FORK Measurement System
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Figure 3. FORK ,System Arrangement in Spent Fuel Pool



Laboratory, Duke Power Company, and the Electric Power extrapolated back to the date of discharge using an exponen-
Research Institute. 5, 6 The tests were designed to demon- tial factor of half-life 18 years, the half-life of the principal
strate the ability of the FORK system to verify reactor neutron emitter, curium-244. The dataare shown with and
records for burnup and cooling time, to detect deviations without a correction for the initial enrichment of the assem-

from those records, and to develop procedures for the use of blies. The relationship of the neutron signal to burnup
the system that are compatible with utility operations, depends on the initial enrichment since curium-244 is

Oconee Nuclear Station is a three-unit generating site utiliz- produced by capture reactions beginning with uranium-238
ing Babcock and Wilcox 2568 MW (thermal) Pressurized rather than by fission reactions. The "uncorrected data"

Water Reactors. Duke Power Company began commercial (uncorrected for initial enrichment, but extrapolated to the
operation on the site in 1973. The FORK measurements date of discharge using an 18-year half-life)for91 assembly
were performed in the spent fuel storage pool that serves measurements can be fit by a power law curve determined
Units 1and 2. The spent fuel assembly design is a Babcock by a least squares fit such that the average absolute deviation
and Wilcox 15 x 15 array that accepts separate control in burnup is about l0%. This wouldbethebestfittothedata
components such as control rods, burnable poison rods, and if the initial enrichments were unknown. A factor to adjust
neutron source rods. Each assembly contains 208 fuel rods the observed count rates for the variation in initial enrich-

and 16 guide tubes. The maximum cross section is 8.54 ment among the assemblies was calculated using well-
inches, and overall length is 165.6 inches. The nominal proven isotope production codes benchmarked with de-
uranium weight is 464 kilograms, structive analyses of spent fuel. The enrichment correction

factor is described more fully in Reference 6. For the

Ninety-three assemblies were examined in three and Oconee data, the enrichment correction factors (applied to
one-half days of operation. The initial enrichment of the the neutron count rate) varied from -7% to +53%.
assemblies ranged from 2.91 to 3.92 weight percent ura-

nium-235. The range in assembly average burnup was from The"Enrichment Corrected Data" are fit by the calibra-
20.3 to58.3 GWd/MTU. The cooling times varied from4.2 tion curve shown in Figure 4, for which the analytical
to 14.8 years. The epithermal neutron data are shown in expression derived from a least squares fit to the data is
Figure 4, a log-log plot of neutron signal versus burnup
(reactor record) for each assembly. The neutron data were N = C • B3.81 (eq. 1)
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where N is the neutron count rate in counts per second, I3 is physically segregate qualified assemblies in a special sec-
the burnup in GWd/M'IV, and C is a fitted constant whose tion of the spent fuel pool. Special tagging of qualified
value is 0.000788. The neun'on signal is proportional to the assemblies is another option. Some utilities may prefer to
3.81 power of the burnup. This value is consistent with the have the verification campaign performed by a certified
values observed in earlier operations with the FORK sys- vendor rather than to commit utility resources and personnel
tern.3 With the enrichment correction applied, the data have to an additional training, certification, and maintenance
an average absolute deviation in burnup from the calibration program specifically to perform the measurements. Addi-
curve of about 2.2%. Among the 91 assemblies fit by the tionally, site-specific safety reviews should becompleted in
calibration curve, only one assembly deviated by more than advance of the campaign and the utility should be assisted
6%. in specifying radiation doses. A number of specific

recommendations concerning operations, interfaces, shield-

The two data points marked "Outliers-Not Explained" ing, radiation protection, decontamination, etc., were made
in Figure 4 indicate two assemblies that exhibited much by Duke Power Company, and will be integrated into
higher neutron signals than expected from the bum up records, further tests of the FORK system.
These two data were not included in fitting the calibration
curve. Both sets of neutron detectors indicated anomalous VI. CONCLUSIONS

data for these two assemblies, but the corresponding gamma
signals were not anomalous. The anomalies were noted at Measurements can be used in burnup credit operations
thetimeofmeasurementandtheassemblieswereremeasured to help prevent misloading of fuel that does not meet the
with the same results. Subsequent examination of the acceptance criteria for a particular cask design. Passive
reactor records and histories for these assemblies did not neutron and gamma-ray measurements performed using the
reveal any explanation for the anomalous results. The two FORK system provide an adequate means of qualifying
anomalous assemblies would require further study in a spent fuelassemblies. The FORK measurements correiated
verification exercise to thoroughly eliminate the possibility well with the reactor records in the test at Oconee Nuclear
of an instrumentation problem. Since the objective of this Station. The average deviation of thereactor burnup records

operation was to build a substantial database of measure- from the calibration was 10% without corrections for initial
ments with the FORK detector, it was necessary to measure enrichment and 2.2% with corrections. Ninety-three as-

as many assemblies as possible in the time available, and no semblies were measured in about 3 1/2 days of operation in
further measurements were made on the anomalous assem- the spent fuel pool. Two anomalous assemblies were
blies, detected that produced much higher neutron signals than the

bumup would explain. In a verification campaign these two
V. OPERATIONAL PLAN FOR BURNUP assemblies would require further study or be excluded from

VERIFICATION the acceptable fuel. The effectiveness of the FORK system
is due to the sensitivity of the epithermal neutron yield to

The response of Duke Power Company to the coopera- burnup, the self-calibration generated by measuring a large
tive measurements at Oconee Nuclear Station led to a number of assemblies, and the redundancy provided by

proposed operational plan for verification measurements, three detection systems. The system proved to be compat-
should such be required for the application ofburnup credit, ible with utility operations, and an operational plan to
It was concluded that the FORK detector could provide an conduct a verification campaign some time prior to cask
acceptable means to screen for gross errors in reactor loading was developed.
rccuids, such as inadvertently assigning the burnup of one
assembly to another. The operation of the measurement VII. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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